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ENVIRONMENT

ATTRACTIVE, UNIQUE APPEARANCE

Utilising cutting-edge technology, AHI Roofing 
has further extended its range of steel roof tiles 
with the Gerard® Milano tile – a profile with the 
timeless look of a traditional Mediterranean roof. 
Architects and designers will enjoy working with 
the soft curves and versatility of this strong, 
interlocking profile on a wide range of roof styles. 
The Milano tile comes in an extensive range of 
colours, including a traditional patched tile effect, 
resulting in a stunning roof for your home.

DRINKING WATERRainwater collected from GERARD® roofs has 
been tested and meets the Worlds Health 
Organization’s criteria for drinking water quality. 
Two good rainfalls are recommended before 
collecting drinking water from a new roof.

DISPOSAL / RECYCLING The product on the roof emits no fumes 
or water-based emissions and degrades 
very slowly over a number of decades. 
The ultimate disposal of steel roofing is by  
recycling in steel recovery plants and processing 
into new steel products.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY The steel for GERARD® roofs is manufactured 
in a unique process by New Zealand Steel 
from black iron sand, found on the West Coast 
beaches of the North Island. The steel is coated 
with a zinc/aluminium alloy (Zincalume®).



WARRANTY

MILANO COLOUR RANGE & TECHNICAL INFORMATION

HISTORY AND WARRANTY AHI Roofing has led the technology and 
manufacture of pressed metal tiles for over 50 
years. AHI confidently offers a 50 year limited 
Waterproof Warranty.

Charcoal Antico Chestnut Redwood Rosso

Width of cover: 368mmLength of cover: 1215mm Upstand: 22mm Roof cover/tile: 0.45m2

LIGHTWEIGHT AND 
EARTHQUAKE

RESISTANT
A Gerard® roof is up to 7 times  
lighter than a clay or concrete roof.  
The unique fastening system provides 
added strength in an earthquake.

WIND AND STORM RESISTANCE 
Gerard® has a unique, interlocking, 

horizontal, 8 point fixing system, 
which increases its ability to withstand 
extreme weather conditions such as 
extremely high winds, hurricanes and 
typhoons.
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Every effort has been made to accurately reproduce 
colours but, for technical reasons connected with 
colour reproduction, printed colours may differ from 
actual product colours. Please refer to actual colour 
samples before purchasing.
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HAIL RESISTANCE
Gerard® roofs are resistant to hail 
stones up to 30 mm. Hail stones of 90 
mm may cause indentations, but do 
not penetrate the material structure.

MATERIAL STRUCTURE 
Because all tile coatings are  
applied after pressing, there are no 
problems with crazing or micro-cracking.

NOISE RESISTANCE 
The chip coated finish, size of the 
tiles and interlocking tile system 
of Gerard® roofs minimises the 
transmission of sound.

FIRE RESISTANCE 
Gerard® roofs have passed 
stringent international fire tests. The 
incombustible steel substrate and 
surface coating prevent the spread of 
flame when exposed to fire. The light 
weight reduces the potential for the 
roof to collapse.

SNOW AND ICE RESISTANCE 
In extreme winter conditions,  
Gerard® roofs withstand considerable 
snow loading. The rough texture of the 
chip holds the snow in place until it 
melts.

VENTILATION
A Gerard® roof is designed as a 
ventilated system with an open- 
ended ventilation space. A ventilation 
space should be provided above the 
underlay, by means of eaves and ridge
ventilation. This is achieved by the 
installation of counter-battens fixed to
the rafters.

GUARANTEED LONG LIFETIME 
Zincalume® coated steel has 
superior long term corrosion 
resistance. The combination of 
the sacrificial protection of zinc 
with the barrier protection of 
aluminium gives galvanised coatings 
superior  performance in almost all 
environments.

Gerard Roof Textured

Longrun Steel

Corrugated Steel

Concrete Tile
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